Stress specific correlated responses in fat content, Hsp70 and dopamine levels in Drosophila melanogaster selected for resistance to environmental stress.
Studies of adaptation to stressful environments have frequently encountered cross resistance. This has prompted the hypothesis that certain adaptations confer resistance to multiple stressors. Some of the genes and mechanisms conferring stress resistance have been identified, however, the generality and basis of stress adaptation and cross resistance is still unclear. We investigated several physiological traits that have been previously linked to increased stress resistance: Hsp70 expression, fat content and dopamine levels. Additionally, we studied a behavioural trait, locomotor activity, as a proxy for the physiological state of the organisms. Physiology is the mechanistic link between resistance phenotype and underlying genetic background, and provides insights into the background and generality of cross resistance and correlated responses to selection for stress resistance. We assessed the relationship between the measured traits and stress resistance in a set of lines selected for increased resistance to several environmental stressors. We found that, although all physiological traits displayed significant differentiation among selection regimes, none were consistently associated with increased general stress resistance. This demonstrates that directional changes in Hsp70 expression level, dopamine level and fat content occur in response to the specific requirements of the different stress regimes, rather than as a general response to stress.